Assessment of effectiveness of investment projects for coal mining enterprises liquidation realised on the base of public-private consortium
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Abstract: The indicators of efficiency of investment projects are investigated. The conclusion about feasibility of their use in evaluating the effectiveness of projects on liquidation of coal mines is made. The expediency of use of IRR, MIRR, DPP, PP and PO indicators as performance criteria for investment projects for liquidation of coal mines is analyzed. The assessment of the importance of profits discounting is provided. The features of realization of measures on liquidation of coal mines are identified. The expediency of use of the net present value (NPV) in conditions of efficiency estimation of projects for coal mines elimination is proved. The features of the cash flows in the implementation of the two main types of projects are given: dismantling of equipment and liquidation of underground tunnels; processing of mining dumps. The methodical recommendations on the calculation of cash flow in conditions of projects for coal mines liquidation are proposed. The formula for calculating net cash flows in terms of projects is given: dismantling of equipment and liquidation of underground tunnels; processing of mining dumps. The formula for calculating NPV based on accounting the features of movement of cash flows is improved. Net NPV for projects for dismantling of equipment and coal mines liquidation at the mines Pivdenna, Zarichna, Novovolynska №1 is calculated. The factors are given, based on which the decision on the formation of a model of public private consortium is made. The recommendations about formation of coal sector restructuring program are given. The directions of further research are determined.
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